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Using ferromagnetic resonance, an experimental approach is presented to evidence and analyze the small
amplitude excitations of inhomogeneous magnetization distributions in thin magnetic films. This approach is
applied to the complex two-dimensional ~2D! domain walls of Co~0001! stripe domains, which contain a
reduced Bloch part in the film center and extended flux closure caps at the film surface. Upon varying the
pumping field orientation, the different regions of the domain walls, the flux closure caps and the domains can
be selectively excited, yielding a rich excitation spectrum with up to seven modes. In combination with static
investigations and 2D micromagnetic simulations these modes can be assigned to the domain-wall resonance
modes, the oscillations of the flux closure caps, as well as to the excitation of the domain magnetization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The application of small magnetic film elements in high-
density data storage technologies demands a fundamental un-
derstanding of their static and dynamic magnetic properties.
The dependence of the static spin distribution on the thin-
film geometry ~shape, thickness, and lateral extension! is
only one example.1 Small perturbations to the static configu-
ration are described by spin waves and can be excited either
thermally2,3 or externally by an oscillating high-frequency
field.4,5 Such excitations have been studied in the past for
magnetic thin-film or multilayer systems dominantly in the
magnetic homogeneous or saturated state where the magne-
tization distribution is uniform inside the magnetic
material.2–5

Here, an experimental approach using ferromagnetic reso-
nance is presented to analyze the excitation spectra of non-
homogeneous magnetization distributions whose magnetic
units are in the submicrometer range. A model system for
this is the stripe domain structure supported in perpendicular
Co~0001! thin films.6 In this case the domain regions are
separated by broad two-dimensional ~2D! domain walls
which extend far into the domain region.7–9 Their profile
varies across the film thickness being Bloch-like in the film
center and containing pronounced Néel-type ‘‘flux closure
caps’’ at the film surface.7 A schematic of this stripe domain
structure is shown in Fig. 1.

Generally, stripe domains develop in thin films having a
uniaxial anisotropy Ku whose easy axis is oriented perpen-
dicular to the film plane.10,11 An important property that
characterizes the magnetization distribution inside stripe do-
mains is the Q factor7 where Q is defined as the ratio be-
tween the uniaxial anisotropy energy Ku and the demagneti-
zation field energy 2pM s

2 , Q5Ku /(2pM s
2). For the

Co~0001! thin films studied here, the Q factor is smaller than
1, Q>0.5.6 From the presented micromagnetics calculation
it is derived that in this case the flux closure caps assume a
rather large volume fraction of up to 35%. Besides the exci-
tation of the magnetization inside the domain regions it is

therefore expected that the flux closure regions also give rise
to measurable absorption peaks in the ferromagnetic reso-
nance ~FMR! excitation spectra.

As indicated in Fig. 1, the different parts of the complex
2D wall structure can be selectively excited upon varying the

FIG. 1. Schematic of the static, zero-field flux closure stripe
domain structure of Co~0001! ~solid lines! and the pumping scheme
for the three different pumping field configurations X, Y, and Z. The
dotted lines and arrows denote a snapshot of the oscillations of the
magnetization corresponding to the different modes excited at low
bias field in the given pumping field configuration.
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orientation of the pumping field hr f from: ~X! in-plane-
perpendicular to the stripes to ~Y! in-plane-parallel to the
stripes and further to ~Z! perpendicular to the film plane.
Applying this concept to the low-Q Co stripe domain struc-
ture, a rich excitation spectrum with a total of seven modes is
evidenced, as shown in Fig. 2. The systematic study of the
frequency and thickness dependence of this excitation spec-
trum in combination with static 2D micromagnetic calcula-
tions permit us to attribute two of these modes to the con-
ventional acoustic and optic domain resonance ~DR! modes
and a third mode to the domain-wall resonance mode
~DWR!, while the remaining modes are attributed to the ex-

citation of the flux closure caps.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, the sample

preparation is described. In Sec. III the static magnetic prop-
erties are discussed. In Sec. IV the FMR results are described
followed by a brief discussion in Sec. V. In Sec. VI the
domain resonance modes are analyzed and in Sec. VII the
modes associated with the domain wall and flux closure
caps.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION

A series of thin-film structures with a layering of
mica/Ru (56 Å)/Co(t)/Ru (32 Å) was prepared by
e-beam evaporation in ultrahigh vacuum, with a Co layer
thickness t ranging from 12 to 100 nm in 8-nm steps. The Co
layers were deposited on mica substrates with a Ru buffer
layer that was grown at 700 °C, while the Co was grown at a
temperature of 400 °C. A Ru cap layer was deposited ~at
room temperature! to prevent oxidation. In situ reflection
high-energy electron diffraction ~RHEED! as well as ex situ
x-ray diffraction confirm the hcp structure and high crystal-
line quality throughout the film thickness.12 Furthermore, the
x-ray-diffraction measurements show that diffusion at the in-
terfaces is less than 6 Å, which should not distort or change
the magnetic properties of the cobalt layer.6

III. STATIC PROPERTIES

A. In-plane remanence, saturation fields, and Q factor

The thickness range investigated here, between 20 and
100 nm, covers the reorientation of the magnetization from
in-plane at small t,28 nm to out of plane at large t
>60 nm. This magnetization reorientation has been estab-
lished by superconducting quantum interference device
~SQUID! magnetometry ~Quantum Design! and by magnetic
force microscopy ~MFM! imaging ~Digital Instruments Di-
mension 3000!. From the MFM measurements the domain
width L was estimated, which lies in the submicron range
with L545–100 nm for t528–100 nm. From the SQUID
measurements the saturation magnetization M s and the satu-
ration field in plane (Hsati) and out of plane (Hsat') were
deduced. For all samples, M s is independent of the film
thickness and close to the bulk value with an average value
of (1.3960.1)103 emu/cm3. Details of the MFM images
and the thickness dependence of L as well as typical hyster-
esis loops can be found in Ref. 6. Here, only the thickness
dependence of the in-plane remanence ratio and the satura-
tion field values Hsati and Hsat' are considered.

The stripe domain structure is induced by first saturating
the film in an in-plane field and then reducing the field to
zero.6 From the corresponding in-plane remanence ratio
M R /M S at zero field, three regions can be distinguished
which describe the magnetization reorientation from out of
plane to in plane upon reducing t; see Fig. 3~a!:

•Region I for t>60 nm corresponding to perpendicularly
magnetized ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ stripe domains with low re-
manence of 20–25 %, arising from the canted spins inside
the domain wall.

FIG. 2. The absorption derivative spectra for four different fre-
quency bands: ~a! X band ~9.2 GHz!, ~b! Ku band ~14 GHz!, ~c! K
band ~22.3 GHz!, and ~d! Q band ~34.4 GHz!. The thickness t of the
Co~0001! films is indicated inside each figure. The labels ~1! to ~7!

denote the various modes, each number corresponding to the same
type of mode at the respective frequencies. Configurations X and Y
represent the same intensity scale, whereas the spectra in con-
figuration Z were taken at a higher sensitivity level of the FMR
spectrometer ~typically 2x to 10x higher!. ~e! The magnetic field
distribution ~full line! in a TE102 rectangular cavity and the diff-
erent sample positions, denoted by B5bottom, S5side wall, and
C5center of the cavity. The applied bias field orientation can be
rotated through 360°. The sketch to the right indicates the three
different pumping field configurations X, Y, and Z as defined in Fig.
1 as well as the orientation of the bias field Ho with respect to the
stripe domain orientation.
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•Region II for 20,t<60 nm with linearly increasing re-
manence ~25–80 %! indicating a canted magnetization state
of the domain magnetization.

•Region III for t<20 nm with high remanence ~80%! and
in-plane magnetization.

Besides establishing the thickness range over which the
stripe domain structure is stabilized it is furthermore impor-
tant to establish the corresponding field range. The saturation
field values Hsati and Hsat' for in-plane and out-of-plane
magnetization procedures are shown in Fig. 3~b!. To note is
that Hsati decreases continuously with decreasing t, whereas
Hsat' first decreases, but then increases below t544 nm.
The kink at 44 nm indicates a change in the perpendicular
remagnetization procedure. Above 44 nm the saturation is
achieved through a domain-wall motion process by which
one type of domain grows while the other one shrinks.11

Below 44 nm the increased canting of the magnetization into
the film plane changes the perpendicular remagnetization
process to a dominantly rotational reorientation. The canted
thickness range II of Fig. 3 can thus be subdivided into two
regions in which the out-of-plane ~region IIa! and the in-
plane ~region IIb! magnetization components respectively
dominate the magnetic properties.

For the interpretation of the FMR spectra, the relative
position of the resonance field Hres to the saturation field is
important. It is found that for a bias field applied perpendicu-
lar to the film plane the resonance field is larger than the
saturation field value and can be described by the perpen-
dicular uniform mode resonance (Hres>12 kOe at X band
and Hres.16 kOe at K band!. From this, the anisotropy

field strength Hu52Ku /M s is estimated using the perpen-
dicular uniform mode resonance condition13 and the value of
M s deduced from SQUID measurements. Hu is found to be
constant for the thickness range investigated with an average
value of Hu5(8.560.5) kOe. This leads to a thickness in-
dependent Q value of Q>0.5 as shown in Fig. 3~c!.

In contrast to the perpendicular resonance, the parallel
resonance fields ~applied in plane and parallel to the stripes!
are lower than the saturation field values. As a comparison,
in Fig. 3~b! the horizontal dotted lines denote the resonance
field values of the in-plane uniform mode, revealing that
Hres is smaller than Hsat below Q band ~34 GHz! and above
a certain thickness. This corresponds to the frequency and
thickness range for which the stripe domain excitations have
been investigated here.

B. Relative volume fraction of the domains, flux closure caps,
and the Bloch wall height

The static experiments provide information only on the
average magnetization, but not on the internal magnetization
distribution. Therefore 2D periodic micromagnetics calcula-
tions were employed in order to estimate the relative volume
fraction of the domain magnetization of the flux closure caps
as well as the height of the Bloch domain wall. Details of
these calculations are summarized in the Appendix. The ma-
terial parameters used correspond to those determined from
the static experiments for the Co~0001! films with Q50.5.

In Fig. 4~a! the magnetization distribution across the film
thickness and one domain period is shown for a t5100-nm
film at zero field. The domain regions and flux closure re-
gions are clearly visible and are more pronounced when plot-
ting the contour map of the normalized component mx
5M x /M s in Fig. 4~b!, since only inside the flux closure caps
the magnetization is rotated towards the x direction.

From the magnetization distribution of Fig. 4~a!, the in-
plane remanence at zero field is determined as the average
normalized component ^my&5^M y /M s&. Its thickness de-
pendence is in agreement with the experimental data as
shown in Fig. 3~a! ~open circles!. The reorientation of the
magnetization in the three regions I, II, and III from in plane
towards out of plane derived from the in-plane remanence of
Fig. 3~a! is confirmed by the evolution of the domain mag-
netization angle uD ~here with respect to the film plane!.
From the graphic to the right of Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! it is seen
that the domain angle uD ~crosses!, averaged over the do-
main center line, varies only very weakly with t in region I
(uD.90°). In region IIa a slight canting sets in (uD580–
90°), which becomes very strong in region IIb below 44 nm.

For the interpretation of the FMR experiments, an esti-
mate of the relative volume fraction of the domains Vd , of
the flux closure caps VFC as well as of the relative height of
the Bloch wall tB /t are required as well as their respective
evolution with thickness and applied bias field ~in-plane and
parallel to the stripes!. Here we concentrate on the thickness
range t.44 nm, the region in which the perpendicular do-
main magnetization and hence the stripe domain properties
dominate. In this thickness range Vd and VFC can be esti-

FIG. 3. ~a! The in-plane remanent magnetization ratio M R /M s

as a function of t. The full dots denote experimental results while
the open circles are results from 2D micromagnetic simulations. ~b!

The in-plane Hsati and out-of-plane Hsat' saturation field values.
The dotted horizontal lines correspond to the in-plane uniform
mode resonance fields at the given frequency values. The subdivi-
sion of the thickness range into regions I, IIa, IIb, and III is de-
scribed in the text. ~c! The experimentally determined Q factor.
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mated from the average of the normalized magnetization
components as Vd5^umzu& and VFC5^umxu&, respectively.
Upon decreasing t, the flux closure caps extend further into
the film across the thickness as well as into the domain re-
gions. Consequently their relative volume fraction VFC in-
creases from 25 to 35 % for t5150–44 nm as shown in the
diagram to the right of Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. At the same time
Vd decreases from 85 to 75 %, remaining, nevertheless, the
largest contribution in this thickness range. Furthermore, the
increase of VFC reduces the relative Bloch height tB /t , from
30% at t5150 nm to almost zero at 60 nm as shown in the
diagram to the right of Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. Here tB /t was
estimated from the contour line of mx50.2 (my50.98) of
the contour maps such as shown in Fig. 4~b!. At t560 nm

the zero field Bloch height collapses and the wall consists
only of flux closure caps.

The extended flux closure caps contain an almost domain-
like region in the center with horizontal magnetization (ix)
at the film surface. The relative volume fraction of this flux
closure core is about 5–6 % (t.60 nm) as estimated from
the contour line mx.0.9 shown in Fig. 4~b!.

The variation of the magnetization profile as a function of
an applied field ~in plane and parallel to the stripes! is illus-
trated for the mx contour map in Fig. 4~c! for H53 kOe. In
comparison to Fig. 4~b! it is seen that upon increasing the
field, the region of strong mx component is reduced. In par-
ticular inside the flux closure caps the magnetization rotates
from the Néel direction into the Bloch direction, smoothing
the profile across the thickness and enhancing effectively the
Bloch height as indicated in the diagram to the right of Fig.
4~c!. Similarly, when regarding the variation of the perpen-
dicular component of the internal demagnetization field Hdz
across the domain center line @deduced from the contour map
shown in Fig. 4~d!#, it is seen that at zero field Hdz varies
parabolic across the film thickness but flattens in an applied
field.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EXCITATION SPECTRUM

A. Pumping scheme

In FMR a precession of the magnetization around its equi-
librium position is induced by a weak microwave pumping
field hr f . This excitation is only effective when the local
torque is nonzero, M3h r f5” 0. Using this condition, it fol-
lows that the different regions of the configuration shown in
Fig. 4 can be selectively excited upon varying the pumping
field orientation. This leads to the three possible pumping
configurations shown in Fig. 1.

•In pumping configuration (X), hr f lies in the film plane
and perpendicular to the stripes and couples to the spins in-
side the domains, the Bloch domain wall, and the canted
spins inside the flux closure caps ~but not to the flux closure
core!.

•In pumping configuration (Y ), hr f lies in the film plane
and parallel to the stripes, and couples to the spins inside the
domains and to all spins inside the flux closure caps, but not
to the Bloch domain-wall spins.

•In pumping configuration (Z), hr f lies out of the film
plane and couples to the spins inside the Bloch domain wall
and the flux closure caps but not to the domain spins.

These pumping configurations are realized in a TE102 rect-
angular cavity as shown in Fig. 2~e!. It is noted that the
induced stripe structure shows a rotatable in-plane anisot-
ropy, which means that the stripe domains are always in-
duced parallel to the in-plane saturation field irrespective of
its orientation to a given in-plane crystal axis. In this way,
hr f can be varied continuously from the ~X! to the ~Y! con-
figuration when placing the sample at position B given in
Fig. 2~e!.

B. Frequency and thickness dependence

Frequency dependence. Typical FMR derivative spectra
for all three pumping configurations (X), (Y ), and ~Z! and

FIG. 4. ~a! Spin configuration of a 100-nm-thick Co film accord-
ing to 2D micromagnetic calculations, indicating the flux closure
caps and Bloch domain-wall parts. To the right are shown the thick-
ness dependence of the domain angle uD ~crosses!, the domain vol-
ume Vd ~open circles!, the flux closure cap volume VFC ~full dots!,
the zero field relative Bloch wall height tB /t ~open squares!, and the
flux closure core volume ~full dots!. ~b! and ~c!: contour map of the
magnetization component mx for t5100 nm at ~b! H50 kOe and
~c! H53 kOe. The white contour lines in ~b! correspond to the
magnetization component my which describe the Bloch wall. The
center contour denotes my50.9 and each contour line decreases by
0.2. The field dependence of the relative Bloch wall height tB /t is
shown to the right. ~d! Contour map of the z component of the
demagnetization field Hdz and the variation of Hdz along the do-
main center line for different bias field values Ho .
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for an in-plane bias field parallel to the stripes are shown in
Figs. 2~a!–2~d! for four different frequency bands. For each
FMR field sweep at constant frequency, the domain structure
was induced anew by first saturating the film in plane, then
reducing the field to zero and subsequently sweeping into the
direction of the saturation field. The number of modes varies
considerably with the frequency. At X band, two modes are
seen, one each in configuration ~X! and (Z). At Ku band
three modes are observed, one for each pumping configura-
tion. At K-band up to seven modes can be seen and at Q
band only one mode is seen.

The labeling of the modes is derived from the spectrum at
K band going from high to low fields. In detail, the modes
observed at K band in configuration ~X! are labeled ~1!, ~4!,
and ~7!, those in configuration ~Y! are labeled ~2! and ~5!,
and those in configuration ~Z! are labeled ~3! and ~6!. It is
noted, that mode ~1! at all frequencies is the highest intensity
mode and therefore indicates that it is essentially the same
mode. For all other modes the intensity is approximately
1/10 of mode ~1! except for mode ~2! at Ku band which is of
equal intensity; see Fig. 2.

The complete frequency-field (v2H) dispersion was ob-
tained from measurements at ten frequencies: 9.2, 9.9, 10.75,
12.5 GHz (X band!; 14, 16, 17.5 GHz ~Ku band!; 22.3, 23.5
GHz (K band!; and 34 GHz (Q band!. For each frequency
band the length of the rectangular cavity was adjusted to tune
to the desired frequency. Figure 5 reveals a positive and
almost linear dispersion for most of the modes which justi-
fies their labeling in the different spectra given in Fig. 2. In
particular it shows a smooth and continuous dispersion of the
highest intensity mode ~1!, which is the only mode seen to
continue to Q band ~and therefore not shown in Fig. 5!.
Similarly, mode ~3! shows an almost linear dispersion. In
contrast, mode ~2! is only linear at lower frequencies, then
starts to cross mode ~3! and mode ~1! and indicates a change
from a positive to a negative slope at K band. The low-field
modes ~4! to ~7! set in at the upper Ku-band edge and also
indicate a positive dispersion. It is furthermore noted that

this v2H dispersion is the same in character for all thick-
nesses, differing only in the precise values of the resonance
fields.

Thickness dependence. At higher frequencies (K band!,
the resonance fields of modes ~1! and ~2! shown in Figs. 2
and 5 are very close and the question may arise whether it is
the same mode which is weakly excited at both pumping
field configurations ~X! and (Y ). However, from the thick-
ness dependence of Hres shown in Fig. 6~a! for f
523.6 GHz these modes develop very differently. While the
resonance field Hres of mode ~1! is almost constant, Hres of
mode ~2! as well as of all other modes decreases linearly
~with different slopes! upon decreasing thickness. Of particu-
lar note is the drastic change in the slope of modes ~3! to ~7!
below t560 nm, which coincides with the boundary be-
tween region I and II, see Figs. 3 and 4, at which the canting
of the domain magnetization into the film plane sets in.

V. DISCUSSION

In the past, the dynamic properties of stripe domains have
been studied intensively, experimentally, and theoretically,
for high-Q magnetic oxides such as Garnet and Ferrite films
~bubble materials!,14–20 however, not many investigations
are reported in the case of low-Q materials.9,21,22 In the limit
of high-Q values ~negligibly thin, 1D Bloch walls! two fun-
damental excitations exist: the domain resonance mode ~DR!
which contains an acoustic and an optic branch,17–19 and the
Bloch domain-wall resonance mode ~BDWR!.16,18,20 These
modes will also be present in the stripe domain structure of

FIG. 5. ~a! The experimentally determined frequency-field dis-
persion for a t576-nm Co film in the three pumping field configu-
rations X, Y, and Z defined in Fig. 1. The notation X5full dot, Y
5open square, and Z5full triangle is used throughout the paper in
all figures.

FIG. 6. ~a! The experimentally determined thickness depen-
dence of the resonance fields at f 523.5 GHz for modes ~1! to ~7!.
The dashed line denotes the saturation field vs thickness. The full
line across mode ~3! is the Bloch domain-wall resonance mode
calculated from a 1D model ~Ref. 18! for ideal stripe domains as
described in the text. ~b! The thickness dependence of the resonance
fields for mode ~1! at f 59.2, 12.6, and 14 GHz.
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the Co films, however, the presence of the flux closure caps
will modify the resonance frequencies ~and resonance fields!
as well as the domain-wall resonance mode character.

Before addressing the possible character of the observed
modes, it should be mentioned that the resonance field of all
modes shown in the v2H dispersion in Fig. 5 is smaller
than the in-plane saturation field (Hsati57.5 kOe for t
576 nm). Similarly, in Fig. 6~a! the resonance field of all
modes is lower than the saturation field Hsati ~dashed line!,
except for mode ~1! below 44 nm. Therefore these modes
have to be associated with the stripe domain structure and
will be analyzed in the following in this respect. In addition,
the visibility of these modes only in a specific pumping field
configuration indicates that they are features intrinsic to the
complex magnetization distribution of the stripe domain
structure. The very systematic thickness and frequency de-
pendence of these modes therefore reflects the changes of the
local internal fields with thickness and applied bias field.

It is also mentioned that additional measurements with the
bias field varying from in plane to out of plane reveal that
only modes ~1! and ~2! continue to the uniform mode reso-
nance of the perpendicular saturated state, while all other
modes decrease in intensity and vanish at some intermediate
field angle. Moreover, at perpendicular resonance with Hres
.Hsat' no indication for the excitation of exchange modes
across the film thickness is observed.

Finally, the multiplicity of the modes is not consistent
with interface inhomogeneities or with a restricted penetra-
tion depth of the hr f field due to a finite skin depth. The skin
depth at resonance lies on the order of several tens of a
nanometer,23 which guarantees excitation of the flux closure
cap spins as well as the domain center spins.24 However,
effects of surface pinning and the finite skin depth should be
considered for an exact evaluation of the resonance condi-
tions and extraction of magnetic parameters.23 This lies be-
yond the scope of this work. More important is to arrive first
at a qualitative understanding of the fundamental character
of the various modes.

VI. DOMAIN RESONANCE MODES

A. Acoustic and optic domain modes

Considering first the domain resonance ~DR! modes. In
the case of high-Q materials (Q.1) with nearly pure Bloch
domain walls, the up and down domains are regions whose
magnetization and internal fields can be considered as almost
uniform. Hence the magnetization inside the domains can
perform a uniform modelike precession, where the preces-
sions in adjacent domains are coupled via dipolar fields,
leading to an acoustic and optic domain resonance
branch.17–19 These domain resonance modes can be selec-
tively excited by the pumping configurations ~X! or ~Y! as
indicated in the pumping scheme of Fig. 1. This selective
excitation is based on the requirement that energy is ab-
sorbed only when the total dynamic moment mtot has a com-
ponent parallel to the pumping field, mtot•hr f5” 0.25 For a
definition of mtot , see the top view in Fig. 7 showing snap-
shots of the precessional motion.

In the acoustic DR mode the magnetization in both do-
mains is in phase perpendicular to the walls @positions 1 and
3 of topview Fig. 7~a!#, while it is out of phase in positions 2
and 4. The latter positions lead to a variation of the domain
surface charges, indicated by the plus and minus signs,
which give rise to the dynamic dipolar coupling field hz ,
indicated by the open arrow. These dynamic dipolar fields
add to the restoring torque and enhance the precession fre-
quency. In a similar way, the out of phase precession at
positions 2 and 4 for the optic mode, Fig. 7~b!, leads to a
charging of the domain walls (¹MW 5” 0 across the wall! and a
dipolar coupling field hx which is in phase with the restoring
torque and thus enhances the resonance frequency.

It is noted that the assignment of the acoustic and optic
DR mode is chosen with respect to the applied bias field Ho
orientation, in plane and parallel to the stripes. It guarantees
that the acoustic mode continues as the uniform FMR mode,
when for a large enough in-plane bias field the stripe domain
structure is wiped out and the film is uniformly in-plane
magnetized.

B. Domain resonance modes in Co„0001…

From the seven modes observed for Co~0001! at K-band
frequencies ~23 GHz! ~see Figs. 2, 5, and 6!, modes ~1! and
~2! are identified as the acoustic and optic domain resonance
modes, respectively. This assignment is based to one part on
the pumping field configuration in which these modes are
excited ~compare Fig. 1! and to another part on the follow-
ing:

FIG. 7. A schematic illustration of the precession of the domain
magnetization for ~a! the acoustic and ~b! the optic domain reso-
nance mode. The plus and minus signs indicate the dynamic
charges giving rise to the dynamic dipolar fields hz and hx . The top
view to the right indicates the precessional motion of the dynamic
moments m↑ ,↓ as seen from the top surface. m↑ of the left domain
precesses counterclockwise and m↓ of the right domain precesses
clockwise.
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• As shown in Fig. 4~a!, the domains take up the largest
volume fraction of the spin configuration (.75% for t
.44 nm). Consequently, the DR modes should give rise to
the strongest absorption peaks. From Fig. 2 it can be seen
that mode ~1! in configuration ~X! is the highest intensity
mode at all frequencies whereas mode ~2! in configuration
~Y! is seen to be strong at Ku band. This suggests the inter-
pretation of mode ~1! as the acoustic DR mode and of mode
~2! as the optic DR mode. The reduction of the intensity of
mode ~2! at higher frequencies can be understood through
the weaker coupling of the pumping field to this mode. At K
band, the resonance fields are rather high and the domain
magnetization is substantially canted into the film plane.
Hence the perturbative torque, M3hr f , of the pumping field
in configuration ~Y! decreases and with this the absorbed
energy.

• The acoustic mode has to develop into the uniform FMR
mode once the domain structure is wiped out by a strong
enough in-plane field. From the thickness dependence of
mode ~1!, Fig. 6~a!, it is seen that only mode ~1! crosses the
boundary Hsati ~dashed line! from the stripe domain state to
the homogeneously in-plane magnetized state confirming
that mode ~1! develops from the acoustic DR mode into the
uniform FMR mode. This development of mode ~1! is
clearly pronounced at lower frequencies as shown in Fig.
6~b! for f 59.2, 12.6, and 14 GHz. Above 44 nm, in regions
I and IIb of Fig. 3, the magnetization processes are domi-
nated by the out plane magnetization component. In this
thickness range the resonance field is almost constant and
corresponds to the acoustic DR mode excitation. Below 44
nm, regions IIb and III, the in-plane component dominates
@compare Fig. 3~c!# and the resonance field rises towards its
in-plane uniform mode value.

C. DR modes and high-Q 1D model

The frequency-field dispersion of the domain resonance
modes can be obtained almost analytically for high-Q
materials.18 In this case the domain magnetization of the up
and down domains is represented by a 1D macrospin and the
domains are separated by negligibly thin 1D Bloch domain
walls. For details see Ref. 18.

The frequency-field dispersion as derived from this high-
Q 1D calculation18 using the parameters of Co~0001! is
shown in Fig. 8~a! for the acoustic and optic DR modes
~lines! together with the experimental data (t584 nm)
~points!. At high frequencies, the calculated acoustic-mode
dispersion is continued by the uniform in-plane magnetized
dispersion and is in agreement with the experimental data.

The almost quantitative agreement seen at K-band fre-
quencies ~24 GHz! of the acoustic and optic DR modes of
Co~0001! with the high-Q model is found for all Co~0001!
films in the thickness range I. At K band the resonance field
has values between 4 and 5 kOe, a field at which the mag-
netization inside the domains and the flux closure structure
has rotated already considerably into the applied field direc-
tion and at which the internal demagnetization field Hdz does
not vary much across the film thickness; see Fig. 4~d!. This
in-plane canting thus reduces the effect of the flux closure

caps @see also contour map Fig. 4~c!# and the magnetization
distribution approaches that of an ideal stripe domain struc-
ture at the respective field value. In this case, the calculation
of the high-Q model will provide a reasonable estimate for
the DR modes, as seen in Fig. 8~a!.

In contrast, at low-frequency and field values the flux clo-
sure caps are pronounced and strong deviations from the
high-Q model are expected. Due to the different internal
fields inside the domains and the flux closure caps, the latter
do not participate in the domain resonance oscillations. Con-
sequently, the domain surface charges remain essentially un-
altered in the acoustic-mode precession @compare Fig. 7~a!#.
Similarly, the broad flux closure caps reduce the domain-
wall surface charging effect for the optic type precession
@compare Fig. 7~b!#. In total, the effect of the flux closure
caps should be a ‘‘screening’’of the dynamic dipolar cou-
pling between the adjacent domains such that they appear
dynamically as decoupled. This may explain the experimen-
tally observed near degeneracy of the acoustic and optic DR
modes at low fields and frequencies seen in Fig. 8~a!. How-
ever, this explanation does not hold consistently for all t. In
Fig. 8~b! the zero-field frequency splitting D f 0 between the
acoustic and optic DR modes shows a relatively strong in-
crease upon reducing t. These inconsistencies indicate that
other dynamic restoring torques must be present which
modify the precession frequency. These may arise for ex-
ample from the inhomogeneous demagnetization fields Hdz
as shown in Fig. 4~d!, which vary parabolically across the
film thickness at low field values and can give rise to an
inhomogenous precession amplitude and thus to additional
dynamic exchange and dipolar torques.

VII. DOMAIN-WALL RESONANCE MODES AND FLUX
CLOSURE EXCITATIONS

A. Bloch wall resonance and flexure modes

Domain-wall resonance. The second type of excitations in
a stripe domain structure is the oscillation of the domain

FIG. 8. ~a! Comparison of the experimental frequency-field dis-
persion for t584 nm of the acoustic and optic domain resonance
modes ~full dots and open squares! with the dispersion calculated
from the high-Q 1D model ~Ref. 18! for ideal stripe domains
~lines!. ~b! Experimental zero-field frequency splitting D f 0 as a
function of film thickness.
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wall14,16,18,20 as a whole around its equilibrium position at a
frequency v5Ak/m . Here k is a restoring force constant and
m an effective wall mass. In the stripe domain structure, a
displacement of the domain wall from its equilibrium posi-
tion disturbs the balance of the demagnetization fields, re-
sulting in a pressure on the wall which will drive it back into
its equilibrium position14,20 ~restoring pressure!. Further-
more, the energy of a wall moving at velocity v is increased
with respect to the resting wall.14,15 This additional energy
can be expressed in form of a kinetic energy, denoting that a
moving wall contains an inertia or inertial mass m.14,15,20

Hence the wall can perform harmonic oscillations when ex-
cited in a perpendicular pumping configuration ~Z! as shown
in Fig. 1.

Flexure modes. Even for high-Q materials slight devia-
tions from the pure Bloch domain-wall structure exist at the
film surface where the wall spins are twisted perpendicular to
the wall plane,14,16 see Fig. 9~a!. However, these deviations
can be considered as a small perturbation of the domain-wall
structure along the thickness without a substantial broaden-
ing of the wall. Slonczewski16 has shown that in this case the
domain wall can undergo flexural-type oscillations where the
oscillation amplitude varies across the film thickness. The
three lowest order modes are indicated in Fig. 9~a!. These
modes have been confirmed experimentally for high-Q gar-
net films.26–28

Since the domain-wall mass m depends sensitively on the
internal wall energy14,15,20,29 and thus on the total domain-
wall profile, the pronounced flux closure caps in the low-Q

Co~0001! films must be described by a wall mass differing
from the one of the Bloch part in the film center. This is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 9~b!. With this, two almost
independent modes should be excited in pumping configura-
tion (Z), a Bloch domain-wall resonance ~BDWR! as well as
a flux closure resonance ~FCR!. They can be regarded as an
extreme limit of the n50 and n52 flexure modes for high-
Q materials,16 see Fig. 9~b!, with n50 corresponding to an
oscillation dominated by the flux closure caps and n52 cor-
responding to an oscillation dominated by the Bloch part.
Similarly, in configuration (Y ), the analog of the n51 flex-
ure mode is predicted, which involves an asymmetrical dis-
placement ~shearing! of the top and bottom flux closure caps.
This mode is therefore called the ‘‘flux closure shearing
mode.’’ These three modes are indicated in the pumping
scheme of Fig. 1 in the respective configurations ~Y! and (Z).

Comparison to experiment. In the experiment two modes
~3! and ~6! are excited in pumping configuration ~Z! and two
modes ~2! and ~5! in configuration (Y ), where mode ~2! is
identified as the optic DR mode. From these excitations,
mode ~3! is associated with the domain-wall resonance mode
by the following comparison.

In region I, the resonance fields of mode ~3! have values
between 3 and 4 kOe; see Fig. 6~a!. Similarly to the conclu-
sions drawn for the DR modes, in this field range the mag-
netization is substantially canted towards the bias field direc-
tion ~in plane and parallel to the stripes! inside the domains
as well as inside the flux closure caps. With this, the Néel-
like structure of the flux closure caps transforms into a
Bloch-like structure and the magnetization profile of the do-
main wall is smoothed across the film thickness and ap-
proaches the 1D Bloch wall configuration at the respective
field value. In particular, as seen from the 2D micromagnetic
calculation Fig. 4~c!, the effective Bloch wall height in-
creases. Hence, for the Co~0001! films at high fields ~fre-
quencies! and for t.60 nm, a reasonable estimate of the
resonance frequencies should be provided by the high-Q 1D
calculation of the BDWR.18 These can be derived using an
approach similar to the one indicated in Sec. VI C for the
domain resonance modes, ~see Ref. 18 for details!. In Fig. 10
this high-Q 1D calculation is compared to the frequencies of

FIG. 9. ~a! The three lowest order flexure type oscillations of
high-Q twisted wall structures ~from Ref. 27!. In the n50 mode,
the amplitude of the wall oscillation is larger at the surface than in
the film center, whereas it is reversed in the case of n52. For the
n51 mode, the wall parts at the top and bottom surface oscillate in
opposite directions. ~b! The corresponding wall resonance modes of
low-Q flux closure stripe domains.

FIG. 10. Comparison of the experimental frequency-field dis-
persion for t584 nm for modes ~3! and ~6! excited in configuration
Z ~full triangles! with the dispersion of the Bloch domain-wall reso-
nance mode calculated from the high-Q 1D model ~Ref. 18! for
ideal stripe domains ~line!.
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modes ~3! and ~6! excited in configuration (Z). The calcu-
lated frequencies are close to mode ~3! at high frequencies
and fields. This agreement is found for all samples in region
I for t.60 nm, as shown in Fig. 6~a! by the full line through
mode ~3!, and suggests that at high frequencies mode ~3! can
be described by the formalism of the Bloch domain-wall
resonance.

Below 60 nm, the onset of the in-plane canting of the
domain magnetization at zero field, see Fig. 4~a!, accompa-
nied by a broadening of the Bloch wall part will change the
restoring forces as well as the domain-wall mass. This ex-
plains qualitatively the drastic change in the slope of mode
~3! below 60 nm in Fig. 6~a!. Similarly, the deviations from
the calculations in Fig. 10 at low field ~and frequencies! re-
flect that at low field the flux closure caps are well pro-
nounced and will be described by a wall mass different from
the Bloch part. Upon reducing the field the BDWR will then
develop into either a dominant Bloch or a dominant flux
closure cap resonance, compare Fig. 9. In light of the short
Bloch domain-wall height at zero field shown in Fig. 4~c!, it
is more likely that the oscillation is dominated by the flux
closure domains. This would be consistent with the decrease
of the resonance frequency in Fig. 10, indicating an increase
in the wall mass.

B. FC core resonance

As shown in Fig. 4~b!, the volume fraction of the flux
closure core ~FC core! at zero field is of the order of 5–6 %
for t.60 nm. This flux closure core is an almost domainlike
region with a dominant mx component which is sufficiently
large to give rise to a measurable FMR absorption peak. The
corresponding resonance is referred to as the ‘‘flux closure
core resonance’’ and can be excited in the pumping configu-
rations ~Y! and (Z). In configuration (Z), this is an acoustic-
type precession and in configuration ~Y! this is an optic-type
precession, leading to small differences in dipolar coupling
fields. The precessional motion is indicated in Fig. 1 at the
bottom of the pumping configuration ~Z!.

Looking at the frequency and thickness dependence of
mode ~5! @excited in configuration (Y )# and mode ~6! @ex-
cited in configuration (Z)# it is observed that the resonance
fields of these two modes lie always very close, in particular
they show the same thickness dependence, see Fig. 6~a!. This
indicates a related mode character such as is expected for the
domain resonancelike precession of the FC core. Further-
more, the drop of the resonance field to zero below t
560 nm of these two modes, Fig. 6~a!, is consistent with
the drop of the FC core volume obtained from the micromag-
netic calculations; see Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. This drop of Hres
contrasts the behavior of the domain-wall resonance mode
~3!, which continues to exist well below 60 nm.

The resonance frequency for the FC core mode can be
estimated for zero bias H0 in analogy to the frequency of a
homogeneoulsy in-plane magnetized film by v/g
5AHdx(Hdx2He f f). Here, He f f is the effective perpendicu-
lar uniaxial anisotropy field He f f5Hu24pM s . Hdx repre-
sents an additional in-plane uniaxial field given by the de-
magnetization field due to the film surface charges and the

flux closure volume charges. It is responsible for the in-plane
orientation of the magnetization along the x direction inside
the flux closure core. From the experiment, v/g extrapolated
to zero field lies in the range of 5–6 kOe, from which a
demagnetization field Hdx of 2–3 kOe is calculated using the
above relation. This is of the order of the demagnetization
fields obtained from the 2D micromagnetic simulations. The
region with Hdx.2 kOe corresponds roughly to the region
of mx.0.9 defined as the FC core. However, it should be
noted that this is only a very rough estimate, and that Hdx is
inhomogeneous taking values of up 6 kOe at the film surface.

C. FC shearing mode

Having associated in configuration ~Y! mode ~2! with the
optic DR mode and mode ~5! with the FC core resonance
leaves the FC shearing mode @see Fig. 1 (Y )#, derived from
the analogy of the n51 flexure mode Fig. 9, still to be sub-
stantiated experimentally. Since no additional excitation in
this configuration ~Y! is found up to K band, this indicates
that the corresponding resonance frequency at which such a
mode sets in lies somewhere in the range between 24 GHz
~upper K band! and 34 GHz (Q band!. Such high frequencies
may be related to the shearing of the flux closure caps which
increases the tension of the Bloch walls.

D. FC breathing mode

Similarly to the pumping field ~Z! which increases and
decreases periodically the up and down domain sizes, a
pumping field ~X! will periodically increase and decrease the
size of the flux closure core. This leads to an oscillation of
the two 90° subdomain walls, separating the flux closure
core from the domain regions. This mode is indicated by the
dotted line in Fig. 1 ~X! and is referred to as the ‘‘cap breath-
ing mode.’’

From the pumping scheme of Fig. 1 ~X! two modes are
predicted, but experimentally three modes were evidenced.
Having associated mode ~1! with the acoustic DR mode,
leaves either mode ~4! or mode ~7! to be associated with the
FC breathing mode. The origin of the third mode in this
configuration is currently not clear. It is noted though, that
recent experiments on FePd thin films21 reveal a very similar
sequence of three resonance absorption peaks in configura-
tion (X), demonstrating the generality of the existence of
such modes. Furthermore it is noted that at low fields the
very inhomogeneous internal demagnetization field Hdz in-
side the domains, indicated by the contour plot Fig. 4~d!, can
give rise to an inhomogeneous precession amplitude in the
normal acoustic and optic mode. Furthermore, it can give
rise to the possibility of the excitation of higher-order modes
whose precession frequency is determined by contributions
from dynamic exchange or dipolar fields. An example for
such a situation was described earlier in Ref. 30.

VIII. SUMMARY

An experimental approach based on ferromagnetic reso-
nance is described for the study of the linear ~small ampli-
tude! dynamics of nonhomogeneous magnetization distribu-
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tions. Ferromagnetic resonance is a well suited technique to
study such excitations, since by means of the conditions M
3hr f5” 0 of Sec. IV A and mtot•hr f5” 0 of Sec. VI A, a varia-
tion of the pumping field orientation permits us to selectively
excite different fundamental modes and thus to selectively
obtain information on the properties related to regions as
small as domain walls. Applying the concept to the flux clo-
sure stripe domain structure, a number of excitations are de-
rived which are summarized in the pumping scheme of Fig.
1. Some of these modes bear resemblance to the flexural
modes of the high-Q materials, Fig. 9, but also new modes
are predicted due to the extended nature of the walls.

From the experiment, performed for different pumping
field orientations and as a function of pumping field fre-
quency and film thickness, a rich excitation spectrum is evi-
denced for the Co~0001! stripe domain structure. The ob-
served modes can be classified according to the pumping
scheme of Fig. 1 in combination with the information ob-
tained from the static properties obtained from MFM imag-
ing, SQUID magnetometry, and static 2D micromagnetic
simulations.

While a qualitative description of these modes is given, a
quantitative description of the frequency-field dispersion is
missing, requiring new approaches which go beyond the ex-
isting analytic 1D high-Q model18 and the static 2D micro-
magnetic simulations used here. First results have been re-
ported recently31 for the zero-field excitations using
dynamical 2D micromagnetic simulations, which need to be
extended to include the field dependence. A quantitative
evaluation of the observed spectra will then provide a means
to evidence and analyze complex magnetization distributions
not accessible by current domain imaging techniques.
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APPENDIX: 2D MICROMAGNETIC CALCULATIONS

For the calculation of the magnetization distribution of the
Co stripe domain structure, a discretization scheme intro-
duced by LaBonte32 was used. The discretization consists of
infinitely long square prism with a discretization lattice con-
stant of 2 nm, which is smaller than the exchange length for
Co ~4.9 nm!. The magnetization was taken constant inside
each prism cell. The magnetization distribution was obtained
upon numerical integration of the Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert
equation with respect to time, using for the damping constant
a51 since only quasistatic solutions are of interest. The
integration was performed using the explicit Euler method
~forward time!. At the free surfaces, the Neumann boundary
condition were imposed. The demagnetization field was cal-
culated using fast Fourier transforms. The corresponding co-
efficients of the demagnetization field were modified accord-
ing to Ref. 33 in order to include the periodicity of the stripe
domain structure. The calculation was stopped, when the
maximum torque was smaller than a prescribed tolerance.
Since for each configuration, the domain width L ~or period
2L) is an input parameter, L was determined upon calculat-
ing the total energy as a function of L. The optimum domain
width is then given by the minimum of total energy.
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